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Re: your March 4 article, “Jet contrails spur ecological fears”:
I have been observing the chemtrail spray program since the end of 1999, when
spraying first began in Washington state (spraying began earlier in California), where
I observed chemtrail activity for six years. In 2006, I began observing chemtrail
activity in Southern California. Since 2009, I have taken photos of chemtrail spray
activity over Ventura County. All 166 pages (so far) of chemtrails can be viewed on
my Webshots album at http://outdoors.webshots.com/album/569521832jLreYV .
I am far from alone in my view that these miles-long, expanding trails, which
sometimes are switched off and on (just watch to see that wispy cloud effect), and
which then become what we call “chemclouds,” are the action of the chemtrail spray
program, a global program.

Featured Promotions
Many have written to our local, state and national representatives, NOAA, ecology,
weather departments, universities and military, and many who are supposed to be
representing us. Our numerous inquiries have seldom been addressed.
The difference between jet aircraft with their normal short, quickly dissipating, cometlike contrails, and the chemtrail spray planes, spewing out miles-long trails can easily
be observed. There are several days during the year in which the spray planes are
spraying elsewhere and in which chemclouds sprayed elsewhere have not blown into
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spraying elsewhere and in which chemclouds sprayed elsewhere have not blown into
an area and only normal air traffic can be seen. Anyone looking at the sky then might
ask: There are absolutely no contrails in the sky today. Has all air traffic been
grounded?
They might well ask: Why are there a number of days when not a single so-called
contrail can be observed, and other days when the sky is absolutely jammed-packed
full of these “contrails” crisscrossing in every direction, often showing giant X-marks,

Music therapy for seniors

with aircraft at times clearly being seen making turns?

Therapists use music to fight Alzheimers

Here's to looking up!
- Ellyn Sutton,
Music

Simi Valley
© 2011 Ventura County Star. All rights reserved. This material may not be published,
broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
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robyn.anzo#764109 writes:
In repsonse to Ellyn Sutton comments posted on March 7 in regards to the
article about "Jet Contrails spur ecological fears" which, by the way, I can not
find archieved on March 4, 2011.... I looked at your site where you posted your
pictures of the Chemical aerosol spraying and I am very interested in contacting
you. I do live in Simi Valley and take pictures of these sprays on a daily basis. I
am very frustrated with all the mis-information being intentionally reported by
uninformed people as to confuse or cover-up what is going really going on. I
have not read this article as it has been removed from the VC Star achieves but my friend told me about it and from what I have heard it is totally
absurd...claiming passenger airlines are creating this poison...obviously the
writer of this article did no true research...If he/she did the first fact they would
have realized was the the altitude and flight patterns of these aerosol sprays are
only accessed and by military aircraft...Anyway, I am interested in getting
involved with local people and if you would like to also put your photo's to action
in getting the truth out there...please contact me at robyn.anzo@gmail.com.
Thanks for Caring Robyn
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soulsecretservice writes:
There was chemtrail spraying today here in Ventura. I've documented other
Ventura and LA sprayings here:http://soulsecretservice.wordpress.co...
And Videos: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=845j9X...
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SMtWlV...
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I've written the Ventura City Council, but got no response. Will keep trying.
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There was chemtrail spraying today here in Ventura. I've documented
other Ventura and LA sprayings
here:http://soulsecretservice.wordpress.co...
And Videos: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=845j9X...
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SMtWlV...
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I've written the Ventura City Council, but got no response. Will keep
trying.

5,871 people like Ventura County Star.

To Soulsecretservice - Yes there are many of us concerned people - WHO SEE
what is going on - and want the TRUTH. Taking pictures ( I do to) isn't cutting it we need to get invloved in a more active way. I am taking the first step - maybe
you would like to also: First Meet Up Group - Monday May 23, Unurban Cafe,
7:00pm, Santa Monica, California. Michael Irving, the Producer of "What in the
World Are They Spraying Up there" will be there. If you can make it, bring as
many interested friends as possible. This is the first meeting, with hopefully
many to come. Bring your idea's and join people who also want to make a
difference.
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